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About Us

                    NR Styles is an online shop that specializes in unique designs for women of all shapes and sizes. 
We understand the importance of finding clothes that make us feel comfortable and confident in our own skin. our stylish pieces are designed to help us express our individual personalities and bring out the beauty within.

                  

Our Mission

                    NR Styles encourages women to unfold and bring light to their inner beauty in the most authentic way. 

As women, we often get caught up in the hustle and bustle of everyday, we can lose sight of our beauty, strength, and creativity.

That's why NR Styles is here to remind you to take the time to appreciate yourself and shine from the inside out. 

We empower women to express the most authentic version of themselves.

                  

FAQ's

                    	Are the products shipped from the USA?

-Yes, all products are shipped from US, Florida
	When will my order arrive?

-We process all our orders within 3-7 business days, some pieces are made to order or customized and could take up to 7 business days. We guarantee that your order will leave our service center within 5-7 business days
	I placed my order, but have not received tracking information

-Once your order is packaged and a shipping label is printed, you will be sent an email update with the tracking information.
	What shipping method do you use?

-USPS/ DHL EXPRESS/ UPS
	Do you ship internationally?

-Yes, we ship Worldwide. NR Styles is proud to ship your orders on time. FREE shipping on all USA/ PR.
	Can I cancel my order?

-At NR Styles we hope you love your new items, but in case something isn't quite perfect we're here to assist!
You can simply return the item within 14 days of the delivery date. Just contact us via email: info@nrstyles.com
	What are your payment options?

-VISA/ MASTERCARD/ AMEX/ DISCOVER/ APPLE PAY/ and PAYPAL.
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